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PECULIARITIES OF EPITHELIAL-MESENCHIMAL TRANSITION 
IN ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMAS
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Epithelial-mesenchymal transition is an important component of tumor progression, due to which the cells of malignant neoplasms 
acquire invasive and migratory properties. Analysis of the literature and our own data show that the activation of proteins involved 
in epithelial-mesenchymal transition crucially affects the progression of endometrioid carcinoma of the endometrium and the 
significant variability of their expression could determine the clinical and morphological heterogeneity of this cancer. The most 
aggressive endometrioid carcinomas of the endometrium are characterized by a hybrid epithelial-mesenchymal phenotype, which 
is often associated with a collective type of invasion of endometrial tumor cells into the myometrium.
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Endometrial cancer (EC) is one of the most common 
oncogynecological diseases in Ukraine and developed 
countries [1, 2]. However, despite the predominantly 
favorable course of this disease, which in most cases 
(70–80%) is diagnosed as endometrioid carcinoma 
of the endometrium (ECE) at stage I–II with a 5-year 
survival of 95%, almost 20% of patients, sometimes 
with early EC stages, have relapses. According to lon-
gitudial research, the clinical EC polymorphism, even 
within the same morphological structure of the tumor, 
is due to the heterogeneity of its molecular character-
istics [3]. In this regard, much attention is paid to the 
study of the molecular features of ECE, in particular, 
the signaling pathways that contribute to the invasive-
ness and metastasis of this form of cancer.

Presently it is established that the leading role in the 
progression of malignant neoplasms is played by epi-
thelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) — an important 
component of both normal physiological processes 
(embryonic development and organogenesis, cell 
migration, tissue repair) and pathological conditions 
(fibrosis, development of invasive and migratory prop-
erties of malignant neoplasms). EMT is a multistage 
morphogenetic process, in which epithelial cells lose 
their characteristic features and acquire the proper-
ties and characteristics of mesenchymal cells (loss 
of apical-basal cell polarity, intercellular adhesion and 
integrity of the basement membrane, reorganization 
of cytockeleton, i.e. the increased release of actin 
between the fibrous structures and the replacement 
of cytokeratin intermediate filaments by vimentin) [4]. 
That is, EMT is characterized by gradual remodeling 

of the phenotype of the cells, their loss of epithelial fea-
tures and progressive enhancement of mesenchymal 
features. According to Qin et al. [5], EMT is a “strategy” 
of adaptation and survival of malignantly transformed 
cells through mimicry; by partially losing the expres-
sion of epithelial markers and acquiring mesenchymal 
properties, they increase their chances of survival, 
separating from the primary tumor, migrating to other 
organs and forming secondary tumors.

An important aspect of molecular transformations 
in EMT is the reversibility of this process. It has been 
shown that tumor cells with mesenchymal properties 
undergo mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) 
during the formation of secondary lesions in distant 
organs [6]. It has been proven that malignantly trans-
formed cells are characterized by epithelial-mesen-
chymal plasticity, due to which cells with epithelial, 
mesenchymal and even hybrid phenotype (in cells 
co-expressing both epithelial and mesenchymal mark-
ers) are present in neoplasms, which indicates tumor 
potency to metastasis [7–10]. There are reports that 
the formation of metastases may occur while main-
taining the expression of epithelial markers in tumor 
cells. Ex vivo experimental studies on 3D cultures have 
shown that breast cancer cells can undergo a so-called 
partial EMT program, while retaining epithelial prop-
erties and metastasizing in clusters. However, these 
metastatic clusters of malignant cells express epithelial 
proteins, including cytokeratin-14, E-cadherin and 
P-cadherin, and do not express EMT markers such 
as Twist, Snail1/2 and vimentin [6].

It is important to note that the activation of EMT 
in the tumor may depend on the type of tissue and 
molecular characteristics of the tumor. It has been 
shown that breast cancer cells of the basal-like sub-
type respond to transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) 
by an activation of the ZEB1 transcription factor and 
EMT induction. In contrary, in the epithelial breast 
cancer cells of luminal subtype, the promoter of the 
ZEB1 gene is blocked, which allows these cells not 
to respond to the action of TGF-β and remain in the 
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epithelial state [9]. That is, EMT implementation de-
pends on the molecular phenotype of tumors of similar 
histogenesis. Nevertheless, one should be aware that 
the extrapolation of the conclusions about mecha-
nisms of EMT regulation in tumor progression inferred 
from in vitro models to in vivo setting could be chal-
lenging [4].

It should be noted that the EMT/MET in the endo-
metrium are of particular importance in normal physi-
ological processes of female reproductive system, 
since cyclic restoration of the functional epithelial layer 
involves both migration of epithelial cells from the pro-
liferating glands and MET from the mesenchymal cells 
of proliferating stroma with EMT/MET balance being 
of importance for the full repair of the endometrium 
in the desquamation phase [11]. The disruption of nor-
mal processes in the endometrium leads to a number 
of pathologies, including endometrial hyperplasia, 
endometriosis and adenomyosis. Malignant transfor-
mation of the endometrium is a complex multi-stage 
process, which in most cases is characterized by slow 
progression from atypical hyperplasia. The disease 
most often occurs in menopausal women, against 
the background of hyperestrogenism, obesity and 
diabetes, which in some way affects the biological 
characteristics of the tumor. Therefore, the course and 
progression of the disease, in particular the features 
of metastasis of this form of cancer may differ from 
tumors of other genesis [12, 13]. It is shown that the 
variability of EC clinical course is caused by the mo-
lecular polymorphism of tumors, which significantly af-
fects the low effectiveness of cancer therapy [14, 15].

It is known that molecular and morphological 
changes of epithelial cells during EMT are controlled 
by several extracellular and intracellular signaling 
pathways. EMT is induced via the main extracellular 

signaling with the involvement of Wnt, TGF-β, Notch, 
EGF, FGF, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) etc., which 
through a cascade of intracellular kinases induce EMT 
transcription factors (EMT-TF) — genes of the SNAIL, 
ZEB і TWISТ families [16–18] (Fig. 1).

One of the most studied EMT regulators is the 
Wnt/Frizzled signaling pathway. It has three branch-
es — canonical (β-catenin-dependent) and two 
non-canonical — Wnt/Ca2+-pathway and the path-
way of cellular polarization. With the progression 
of the tumor process, the highly conserved ca-
nonical Wnt/Frizzled-β-catenin-dependent pathway 
is most often activated [19]. This leads to destruction 
of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex and intercellu-
lar connections, translocation of E-cadherin, release 
of β-catenin, and accumulation of these proteins in the 
cytoplasm. Normally, the expression of β-catenin 
in the cytoplasm is kept at low level due to its binding 
to the corresponding proteins and subsequent 26S-
proteasomal degradation. However, in pathological 
conditions, as a result of changes in the functioning 
of genes that ensure the degradation of β-catenin 
(e.g. mutations in the APC gene), excessive β-catenin 
is translocated to the nucleus. In the nucleus β-catenin 
forms a transcription complex with T-cell- and lym-
phoid factors, which activates the expression of a num-
ber of target genes, including oncogene C-MYC, cyclin 
D1, VEGF, Axin-2, Snail, ZEB1, VIM etc. [5, 20]. That 
is, the activation of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin signal-
ing pathway increases the proliferative, invasive and 
angiogenic potential and triggers the EMT process 
in malignant neoplasms of various genesis, including 
ovarian, cervical and EC [5, 21, 22] (Fig. 2).

In recent years, a number of studies have been 
analyzing the functioning of the Wnt/β-catenin 
pathway in endometrial carcinomas. It has been 

Fig.1. The main factors that regulate EMT by activating genes of the Snail, Twist and ZEB families
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noted that the activation of this pathway in condi-
tions of hyperestrogenism may be one of the causes 
of EC, because of a synergistic effect on the effec-
tors of estrogen signaling and Wnt/β-catenin path-
way [22]. Also, the aberrant functioning of β-catenin 
upon Wnt pathway activation is associated with de-
creased estrogen receptor expression, which is of-
ten observed in the course of EC progression [23]. 
In contrast, progesterone can inhibit Wnt/β-catenin 
signaling [24].

Another important EMT activator is cytokine TGF-β, 
which phosphorylates to bind to its TGFβRI/II receptors 
on the surface of a malignantly transformed cell and 
via the SMAD2/SMAD3/SMAD4 signaling pathway 
promotes the activation of Snail, Twist and ZEB. In ad-
dition, TGF-β can induce EMT via PI3K/AKT or Rho-
like GTFase (Rho, Rac and Cdc42) as well as MARK 
signaling reducing cell-to-cell contacts and activating 
the reorganization of the cytoskeleton [25] (Fig. 3).

To date, it has been shown that during cancer 
progression a cross-talk between TGF-β and WNT 
pathways and between TGF-β and Notch pathways 
could develop, which could enhance EMT and me-
tastasis [26].

At the same time, inhibition of the TGF-β pathway 
may occur due to the action of progesterone. In en-
dometrial carcinoma cell lines (HEC-1B, RL-95 and 
Ishikawa) progesterone has been shown to inhibit the 
expression of TGF-β and SMAD receptors, increase 
the expression of E-cadherin and decrease the expres-
sion of vimentin, therefore lowering cancer cell migra-
tory ability. Thus, the authors suggest the feasibility 
of progesterone therapy for EC treatment [27]. Similar 
findings have been made by other researchers, who 
have shown that progesterone alone or in combina-
tion with calcitriol can be used for treatment of EC and 
ovarian cancer and that TGF-β and CYP24A1 signaling 
proteins can be effective surrogate markers of treat-
ment response [28]. In recent years, a series of studies 
have shown that components of the TGF-β- and Wnt/β-
catenin pathways may be considered as potential 
therapeutic targets in EC [29–30].

It should be noted that a significant contribution 
to the activation of EMT in malignant neoplasms 
is made by the tumor microenvironment. In par-
ticular, it has been shown that tumor-associated 
fibroblasts are among the main sources of TGF-β. 
In experimental studies on endometrial carcinomas 
in vitro and in vivo, it was found that TGF-β is involved 
in the differentiation of stromal fibroblasts into 
tumor-associated myofibroblasts [31–32]. The latter, 
together with tumor-associated macrophages (type 
II macrophages), were found to actively secrete HGF 
and the chemokine CXCL12, which interact with their 
с-MET and CXCR4 receptors on EC cells. In this case, 
HGF/c-MET phosphorylates the Akt protein, which 
promotes EMT activation and proliferation of epithe-
lial cells by modulating the transcription of cyclin D1, 
and CXCL12/CXCR4 induces the expression of RAS, 
PI3K, NF-κB, ERK1/2 which are the components 
of many signaling pathways, including those associ-
ated with EMT (RAS-MAPK, PI3K-AKT-mTOR, NF-κB, 
MAPK/ERK), thus leading to increased migration and 
invasion of neoplastic cells [31, 33, 34].

According to the results of our studies, endometrial 
carcinomas in patients with stage III EC are character-
ized by an increased content of CXCL12+-fibroblasts 
in the tumor microenvironment with a simultane-
ous decrease of CXCL12 expression and increased 
CXCR4 expression in tumor cells correlating with a low 
differentiation grade, deep invasion of the tumor into 
the myometrium and the presence of lymph node 
metastases [35].

The study of tumor-stroma interaction in endome-
trial carcinoma, in particular the relationship between 
TGF-β-signaling and estrogen receptor α (ERα) ex-
pression, is the subject of a study by Yoriki et al. [36]. 
The authors found an increase in ERα expression 
in EC cells, which is associated with an increase 
in the expression of TGF-β and ERα in stroma cells. 
In addition, it was found that the interaction between 
tumor-associated myofibroblasts and tumor cells can 
enhance the metastatic potential of the latter by para-
crine induction of TGF-β and EMT activation.

Fig. 2. Induction of EMT in tumor cells via canonical Wnt signaling

Fig. 3. TGF-β-dependent pathways of EMT-TF activation 
of Snail, Twist and ZEB families
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Importantly, not only the tumor microenvironment 
activates EMT in tumor cells, in turn, the expression 
of EMT factors in tumor cells can contribute to changes 
in the functioning of immune cells, enhancing im-
munosuppression [37, 38]. Thus, it was found that 
the simultaneous activation of Twist transcription 
factor and c-Myc oncoprotein in malignant cells 
causes gene expression and production of CCL2 and 
IL13 cytokines. The latter polarize type I macrophages 
into M2 macrophages and recruit them to the tumor, 
i.e. reprogram the tumor microenvironment [39]. 
In our study, we found a significantly increased con-
tent of M2 macrophages in the stromal component 
of Twist-positive ECE compared with their number 
in Twist-negative endometrial carcinomas [40]. Ac-
cording to the modern literature, M2-macrophages 
are one of the leading components of the tumor mi-
croenvironment, which secrete various factors that 
stimulate the proliferation of tumor cells, increasing 
their migratory capacity [31, 33].

It should be noted that an important factor in the 
regulation of EMT is the influence of non-coding RNA 
(ncRNA) — miRNA 19–25 nucleotides in length, and ln-
cRNA (longRNA), more than 200 nucleotides in length. 
ncRNAs control many biological processes in the cell 
and EMT is no exception [41]. Thus, it was shown that 
the expression of miR-200 family miRNAs (miR-200a, 
miR-200b, miR-200c, miR-141 and miR-429) and 
miR-205 could block TGFβ-induced EMT by inhibition 
of ZEB1 and ZEB2 activity [42]. Targets of ncRNA can 
be various components of EMT signaling cascades 
such as E- and N-cadherins, and EMT-TF or cellular 
receptors, small GTPases, proteins associated with 
cellular organelles, cytoskeletal proteins, intercel-
lular contact components and cell cycle regulators, 
etc. Deng et al. [43] showed that miR-195 can reduce 
the migration and invasion of endometrial tumor cells 
(cancer cell lines AN 3-CA and Hec1A) through the 
G-protein-bound estrogen receptor 1 and the PI3K/
AKT signaling pathway. There was observed a de-
crease in the level of mRNA and protein of the tissue 
inhibitor of metalloproteinase 2 and inhibition of the 
expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) MMP-
2 and -9 [43]. It has been established that lncRNA and 
miRNA could be divided into two categories — pro-
EMT and anti-EMT, although some of them perform 
opposite functions depending on the histogenesis 
of tumors [44–45].

Many studies have also been devoted to the role 
of ncRNA in the regulation of EMT in EC. Thus, it has 
been shown that miR-326 inhibits EMT through the 
transcription factor Twist1 [46]. The authors believe 
that miR-326 can be used as a biomarker of the dis-
ease or a therapeutic target for patients with ECE. Ac-
cording to the results of our studies, it was found that 
increased expression of oncosuppressive miR-34a 
and miR-101 in ECE cells is associated with increased 
levels of E-cadherin and negative expression of vi-
mentin, i.e. with absence of EMT signs [47]. Based 
on a meta-analysis, Donkers et al. [48] and Piergen-

tili et al. [49] reported the data on the peculiarities 
of ncRNA functioning in endometrial carcinomas, 
and identified their primary and secondary targets, 
including EMT markers. The authors selected several 
of the most significant ncRNAs, which are proposed 
to be used as prognostic EC markers.

As mentioned above, EMF-TF are the triggers of mi-
togenic signals in EMT. They are represented by the 
families of Snail, Twist and ZEB proteins, the main func-
tion of which is to inhibit the expression of epithelial 
phenotype genes and to activate mesenchymal phe-
notype gene expression [16]. Each of these proteins 
possesses unique properties, due to differences in the 
structure. Thus, EMT-TF of the Snail family (Snail, 
Slug and Smuc) usually contain the SNAG domain 
at the N-terminus and the zinc finger domains at the 
C-terminus. Snail additionally contains a serine-rich 
domain that controls its stability and nuclear localiza-
tion. The Twist family (Twist1 and Twist2) are trans-
cription factors that have similar structure with the 
basic helix-loop-helix domain, while the C-terminal 
Twist boxes determine their transcriptional activity, 
and interact with the DNA region of the target gene 
of E-cadherin in the form of a homo- or heterodimer. 
The ZEB family contains various regulatory domains, 
which include zinc finger clusters at the N- and C-
terminus, homeodomain, SMAD-binding domain, and 
CtBP-binding sites [18, 50].

It is important to note that EMT-TFs of the Snail 
family are the first link in EMT, because in addition 
to inhibiting epithelial markers, they activate the 
synthesis of mesenchymal proteins, including EMT-
TF of the Twist and ZEB families [16]. In addition, the 
existence of certain interdependence between EMT-
TF Snail1, Twist and ZEB1 is shown. It has been found 
that reduced Twist expression is associated with low 
Snail1 activity; in turn, Snail1 can induce Twist1 mRNA, 
and thus increase its protein production. Maximum 
expression of both Snail1 and Twist is required for 
maximum ZEB1 mRNA expression [51].

Despite the fact that the transcription of EMT-
TF is due to the influence of components of many 
signaling pathways, the regulation of the stability 
of their protein products, nuclear or cytoplasmic lo-
calization is provided by post-translational modifica-
tions that occur after the synthesis to form a mature 
protein products. By phosphorylation, ubiquitination, 
sumoilation, acetylation, methylation or glycosylation, 
post-translational modification alters the expression 
of EMT-TFs, affecting their stability, localization and 
transcriptional activity [18, 50, 52].

In addition, another mechanism of EMT-FT sta-
bilization has been identified — via increased levels 
of deubiquitinases (DUBs), which remove ubiquitinin 
and play an important role in cancer development 
through regulation of transcription, DNA repair, and cell 
cycle progression [53]. In particular, it has been shown 
that overexpression of deubiquitinase DUB3 increases 
the levels of Slug and Twist proteins in a dose-depen-
dent manner, and DUB3 knockdown — reduces them. 
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Importantly, DUB3, by interacting with Slug and Twist, 
prevents their degradation, thereby helping to main-
tain stem, migratory and invasive properties of tumor 
cells. DUB3 has been identified as an early response 
gene that is activated after exposure to inflammatory 
cytokines such as interleukin-6 and plays a critical role 
in the metastasis of breast cancer cells.

It should be noted that a prerequisite for the imple-
mentation of regulatory functions of EMT-TF is their 
location in the nucleus. Stabilization and accumulation 
of EMT-TF in the cytoplasm, as well as ubiquitination 
and proteasomal degradation can lead to their pen-
etration into the nucleus [18, 50]. As shown by Sreeku-
mar et al. [54], the cytoplasmic localization of EMT-TF 
(in particular the expression of ZEB2 detected by im-
munohistochemical analyzis) may be due to the lack 
of effective antibodies for this research. Although 
in most studies by other authors, ZEB2 expression 
is visualized in the cytoplasm, the authors created 
a new antibody SIP1/ZEB2, which allowed to detect 
the expression of ZEB2 in the nucleus [54].

A number of studies have been devoted to analy-
sis of the expression of EMT markers and their 
prognostic value in endometrial carcinoma, but the 
results of these studies are far from unambiguous. 
Thus, Tanaka et al. [55] showed that positive expres-
sion of Snail and Slug in cell nucleus of endometrial 
carcinoma cells was observed in 16.9% and 3.7% 
of cases, respectively. Snail expression increased and 
E-cadherin decreased in low differentiated endome-
trial tumors with deep invasion in the myometrium and 
metastasis, compared with G1 or G2 tumors, with myo-
metrial invasion < 1/2, and without metastatic lesions. 
The authors believe that low expression of E-cadherin 
and high nuclear expression of Snail may be indepen-
dent prognostic markers in EC, and high expression 
of Slug — a crucial factor in EMT. A similar association 
between high Snail expression in the nucleus, high 
HIF-1α, and low E-cadherin in ECE was also found 
by other researchers [56].

Xie et al. [57] and Feng et al. [58] in the study 
of Twist expression in ECE considered tumor cells with 
cytoplasmic-nuclear expression of the marker as posi-
tive. The authors found a negative correlation between 
Twist expression and E-cadherin and concluded that 
high Twist expression and low E-cadherin expression 
could be used as an important indicator for predicting 
metastatic potential and detecting aggressive ECE 
phenotypes.

Senol et al. [59] investigated nuclear expression 
of Twist, ZEB1, ER and PR in epithelial and stromal cells 
of unaltered and hyperplastic endometrial tissue and 
in ECE. The authors found that the number of cases 
with positive Twist expression in epithelial cells of atypi-
cal hyperplasia and EC increased compared to hyper-
plasia and unaltered endometrium and the number 
of cases with ZEB1 expression in EC increased signifi-
cantly compared to hyperplasia. In contrast, positive 
expression of Snail and Slug was found in both unal-
tered and hyperplastic endometrium and in EC cells. 

However, the authors studied the expression of these 
markers in the peritumoral stroma of the endometrium 
and found that the loss of expression of β-catenin, 
Twist, Snail, Slug, ER and PR can be an important 
marker of the transition from atypical hyperplasia 
to malignant endometrial neoplasms.

Sadłecki et al. [60] demonstrated that Snail, Twist1, 
and ZEB1 expression in the nucleus and Twist2 in the 
cytoplasm of endometrial carcinoma cells is associ-
ated with such clinical and pathological characteristics 
of the tumor process as the differentiation grade, inva-
sion into lymphatic vascular and cervical canal, and 
lymph node metastasis. In contrast, ZEB2 expression 
was significantly higher in tumors of patients with ovar-
ian metastases than in patients without metastases, 
and Slug expression was significantly higher in tumors 
of patients with stage III–IV by International Federa-
tion of Gynaecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) compared 
to that with less advanced EC. In addition, Slug expres-
sion was significantly increased in endometrial carci-
nomas in patients with deep tumor invasion into the 
myometrium and the spread of the tumor to the ovary 
and with distant metastases compared with patients 
without these adverse events. Analyzing the results, 
the researchers concluded that only high values   of Slug 
and ZEB2 expression in primary endometrial tumor 
could serve as prognostic markers of adverse clinical 
course of this form of cancer [60].

In our study, we found a tendency to increased 
nuclear expression of Twist1 in low-differentiated and 
deeply invasive ECE, with a simultaneous increase 
of E-cadherin expression and a decrease of vimentin 
expression compared with similar values in G2 tumors 
and those invading less than 50% of the myome-
trium [40]. In addition, in some Twist-positive carcino-
mas, positive expression of E-cadherin was observed, 
and in Twist-negative ECE expression of vimentin was 
detected. In addition, we found (unpublished data) that 
in 66.7% of cases of moderately differentiated ECE 
with metastasis, high (above median values) expres-
sion of vimentin was observed, and in 33.3% of such 
cases — positive Twist expression was detected along 
with complete absence of E-cadherin expression. 
In contrast, metastatic carcinomas of low differentia-
tion grade were characterized by positive expression 
of vimentin only in 14.3% of cases, by high expres-
sion of E-cadherin in 37.5% of cases and positive 
expression of Twist in 25.0% of cases. The obtained 
data suggest that the invasion and metastasis of ECE 
of moderate differentiation grade are associated with 
higher expression of mesenchymal markers than 
in ECE of low differentiation grade. It is possible that 
the positive expression of vimentin in a part of Twist-
negative ECE may be due to activation of other tran-
scription factors (Slug, ZEB1 and ZEB2) or reduced 
functioning of other adhesive molecules (β-catenin, 
CD44, CD24, etc.), which contribute to development 
of EMT features. Our results suggest that a large part 
of endometrial tumor cells are characterized by a hy-
brid epithelial-mesenchymal phenotype.
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Therefore, the study of Krögera et al. [61], which 
showed that the expression of EMT-TF is associated 
with the mesenchymal or hybrid phenotype of malig-
nant tumors, is of considerable interest. The authors 
identified populations of breast cancer cell lines with 
epithelial (E) (CD104high/CD44-), mesenchymal (M) 
(CD104-/CD44high) and hybrid phenotype (CD104+/
CD44high), in which single cell is co-expressing both 
epithelial and mesenchymal markers. In experiments 
both in vitro and in vivo (in mice), the authors showed 
that the transition of cells from state E to the state 
of the hybrid E/M phenotype requires stimulation 
of the expression of Snail or Twist, Slug. A necessary 
condition for further transition to the M-phenotype 
is the active functioning of the ZEB1 protein. In addi-
tion, it was found that in triple-negative breast can-
cer, cells with hybrid E/M-phenotype possess more 
oncogenicity, stem properties, potential for invasive-
ness and metastasis while cells with M-phenotype 
exert lower oncogenic ability and stemness. It should 
be noted that the mechanical mixture of tumor cells 
with exclusively E-phenotype and M-phenotype was 
less oncogenic and aggressive than cells with a hybrid 
E/M-phenotype.

Another group of researchers [62], who studied the 
dependence of E- and N-cadherin expression on their 
topology in endometrial carcinomas, showed that high 
E-cadherin expression was observed mainly in the 
center of the tumor and was lower in the invasive front, 
while N-cadherin expression changed oppositely. 
In addition, a decreased E-cadherin expression was 
also observed in endometrial carcinoma cells invading 
the lymphatic space.

We have found the association of morphological 
features of ECE of low differentiation grade with the 
features of expression of adhesion markers and EMT, 
i.e. E-cadherin, β-catenin, CD44, CD24 and vimentin; 
also we have revealed the relation between the level 
of expression of these markers with features of EC cell 
invasion [63]. In addition, morphological analysis 
of the studied ECE revealed that tumors with positive 
Twist expression, in most cases, were characterized 
by significant variability in the number of cells invading 
the myometrium: from single cells to small clusters 
of tumor cells. Twist expression in such tumors was 
found mainly in solid areas, which were often located 
close to or directly in the myometrium. Often in such 
tumors the phenomenon of “gland in the gland” 
or cystic-diffuse growth of glands in the myometrium 
was observed [40]. In contrast, in Twist-negative en-
dometrial neoplasms we found both high expression 
of epithelial markers such as E-cadherin, β-catenin, 
CD24 and mesenchymal marker — CD44, along with 
low expression of mesenchymal marker — vimentin, 
i.e. hybrid E/M phenotype, which in some cases was 
associated with the migration of tumor cells into the 
myometrium in the form of collective invasion.

The presence and causes of this type of invasion 
in endometrial carcinomas are discussed by Wilson 
et al. [64] showing that the collective migration of ECE 

cells can occur with simultaneous mutations in the 
ARID1A and PI3K genes. The authors note that the 
ARID1A gene, which encodes the BAF250a protein 
and maintains the epithelial cell phenotype, is mutated 
in approximately 30–40% of ECE cases. Mutations 
in PI3K that promote EMT are observed in 84% ECE 
cases and are considered one of the initial changes 
in the occurrence of hyperplasia and EC. In experi-
mental studies on a model of mouse endometrial 
carcinoma, it was found that in most cases PI3K muta-
tions in ECE were associated with abnormalities in the 
ARID1A gene and the loss of the latter inhibits the ef-
fect of PI3K on EMT-associated proteins (in particular, 
in cells transfected with both mtARID1A and mtPI3K 
there is a decrease in the induction of Twist1), which 
leads to partial inhibition of the EMT phenotype and 
the collective invasion of endometrial tumor cells into 
the myometrium.

Thus, the analysis of literature sources and the data 
of own research shows that the activation of proteins 
leading to EMT definitely affects the progression 
of endometrial carcinoma and the significant vari-
ability of their expression can determine the clinical 
and morphological heterogeneity of this form of can-
cer. The most aggressive ECEs are characterized 
by a hybrid epithelial-mesenchymal phenotype, which 
is manifested by the expression of epithelial and mes-
enchymal markers, often associated with a collective 
type of invasion of endometrial tumor cells into the 
myometrium.
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ОСОБЛИВОСТІ ЕПІТЕЛІАЛЬНО-
МЕЗЕНХІМАЛЬНОГО ПЕРЕХОДУ 

В КАРЦИНОМАХ ЕНДОМЕТРІЯ

І.П. Несіна

Інститут експериментальної патології, онкології і радіобіології 
ім. Р.Є. Кавецького НАН України, Київ 03022, Україна

Епітеліально-мезенхімальний перехід є важливою скла-
довою прогресування пухлинного процесу, за допомогою 
нього клітини злоякісних новоутворень набувають інвазив-
них і міграційних властивостей. Аналіз літературних дже-
рел і дані власних досліджень свідчать, що активація білків, 
які залучені до епітеліально-мезенхімального переходу, 
безумовно, впливає на прогресування карциноми ендоме-
трія, і саме значна варіабельність їх експресії може зумов-
лювати клінічну і морфологічну гетерогенність цієї форми 
раку. Найбільш агресивні пухлини характеризуються гі-
бридним епітеліально-мезенхімальним фенотипом, який 
часто асоціюється з колективним типом інвазії пухлинних 
клітин ендометрія у міометрій.
Ключові слова: ендометріоїдна карцинома ендометрію, 
епітеліально-мезенхімальний перехід, транскрипційні фак-
тори, Snail, Twist, ZEB.
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